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Every standard wage, the pension and health care system, all past social
change were fought for from below. Nobody will gift us a better world, we
have to take matters into our own hands - together and in solidarity! Employed
workers and those performing unpaid care work, pensioners and students,
nurses and refugees, students and apprentices, unemployed and homeless
people - Let’s join forces! Let’s take to the streets on November 12!
Rent has long been far too expensive. Electricity too. Heating costs are
becoming unaffordable. The trip to the cinema with the children is canceled.
Butter for more than 3 euros and doner kebab as a luxury product ... Who is
supposed to afford that!? They talk about 8 percent inflation, but we notice:
Many prices have doubled. Only our salaries and pensions have not, Hartz
4 never was sufficient and the „Bürgergeld“ does not even compensate for
inflation. We have less and less to live on. The ones affected by that most
are those who already live in poverty and insecurity. Like the many people in
precarious employment or the low-wage sector in the Global North. And the
people in the Global South, who face even more severe consequences, are
exposed to even higher inflation rates and much more drastic impacts of the
climate crisis and speculation with agricultural goods and raw materials.
We are furious. We want to end this way of doing business, focusing on
profits instead of people‘s needs and which destroys our livelihoods.
We want to end this policy that leaves us with its consequences
and costs - and that wants to pit us against each other.
We want an end to the isolation of Europe and demand safe escape routes.
We want equal rights for all people! We demand a life in dignity!
We demand:

• Price caps for electricity, heating & rent!
• Higher wages, higher pensions, higher social benefits!
• Socialize real estate and energy companies!
• Excess profits tax now! No poverty for your profits
• No evictions, no gas and electricity cuts!
• Tax the rich!
→  Reintroduce the wealth tax
→  One-time levy on the rich to finance the effects crisis
→  Effective taxation of large inheritances

• Free & good public transport!
• Unlimited, border-free mobility for all!
• Fixed prices for food instead of speculation!
• Solidaric basic supplies for all!
• An economy for the common good instead of
profits for corporations and the super-rich.
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